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C h a p t e r  6  

DESIGN OF ROBUST ATTACHMENT OF BIPYRIDINE LIGANDS TO SI 
FOR THE IMMOBILIZATION OF HOMOGENEOUS CATALYSTS. 

 

With contributions from James D. Blakemore, Robert J. Nielsen, Bruce S. Brunschwig, 
Nathan S. Lewis, Petter Persson and William A. Goddard III 

Introduction 

In previous chapters, we have focused on homogeneous (or solution phase) catalysts for the 

production of chemical fuels.1,2 In general, however, catalysts of interest can either be 

homogenous or heterogeneous (a different phase than the surroundings), each with their 

advantages. Heterogeneous systems3,4 offer the advantage of simplified product separation; 

however single product selectivity can be difficult to achieve, but is key to the efficiency and 

productivity of fuel-forming devices. Homogenous electrocatalysts are well-known for their 

selectivity and rate and have been quite successful at selective production of solar fuels; however, 

product and catalyst separation can be difficult and expensive.5-8 By immobilizing a 

homogeneous catalyst to the surface of an electrode, one can ideally combine the advantages of 

the two systems, while making homogeneous catalysts better for industrial use.9-13  

Early work on surface immobilization of electrocatalysts often saw the catalysts polymerize on 

the surface.14,15 Non-covalent attachment through π-π stacking of a catalyst to an electrode has 

seen moderate success. Using a pyrene-appended (bpy)Re(CO)3(Cl) [bpy = 2,2’-bipyridiyl] 

catalyst on graphitic carbon electrodes, CO2RR to CO was achieved. TON of 58 was reached 

with no H2 produced, implying success at achieving single product selectivity. However, over 

the course of several hours, loss of activity was seen due to detachment of the catalyst from the 

electrode.16 Kang et al. saw success with their (POCOP)Ir catalyst, which was similarly pyrene-

appended to a carbon nanotube gas diffusion electrode. They saw catalysis over 8 hours with a 

TON of over 54,000.17 While covalent attachment of an electrocatalyst to an electrode seems 

like it should be more robust, there has been difficulty in creating a working system.18 Some 

covalently-bound catalysts and complexes have displayed stability under reductive conditions, 

including Co porphyrine systems attached to conductive diamond,19 vinyl ferrocene on the (111) 
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surface of Si20, Co terpyridine catalysts grafted onto glassy carbon surfaces,21 and Rh catalysts 

incorporated into graphite surfaces.22 In the Co-porphyrine system, a long sp3 alkane group with 

a terminal azide was coupled with an alkyne in a CuI-catalyzed click reaction (CuAAC) to 

covalently bind it to conductive diamond. The catalyst was stable for at least 1000 

electrochemical cycles and showed a turnover frequency (TOF) of 0.8 s-1 for reduction of CO2 

to CO19. In the vinyl ferrocene system, a chlorinated Si (111) surface reacted with vinyl-tagged 

ferrocene. The remaining surface sites were then terminated with methyl groups, using a methyl 

Grignard reagent. Stable electrochemical cycling was observed. However, it was unclear how the 

attachment reaction proceeded mechanistically. Despite analogous reactions suggesting that 

upon attachment, the chlorine would be bound to the linker, little Cl was detected by XPS. 

Additionally, no IR stretch from a C-C double bond is observed.23  

Recent work by Lattimer et al. reported attachment of UV-induced attachment of vinyl-tagged 

bpy transition metal catalyst moiety. The bpy can then undergo cyclometallation to form 

(bpy)Rh(Cp*)(Cl), (bpy)Ir(Cp*)(Cl), and (bpy)Re(acac)2 [Cp* = pentamethycyclopentadienyl, 

acac = acetylacetonate] surface immobilized catalysts. While experimental evidence showed 

attachment had been made, upon cyclic voltammetry measurements, the complexes decayed 

within ~3 electrochemical cycles.20 

In this work, we study the vinyl bipyridine linker system computationally to elucidate the failure 

mechanism and provide potential solutions to increase the robustness of this system. This 

presents an interesting challenge, both due to the multiscale nature of the project and the 

ubiquity of bpy ligands in catalysis.24-27 Previous computational work has investigated surface 

immobilized catalysis in photocatalytic systems28, as well as studying immobilized electrocatalysts 

on Au clusters for comparison to spectroscopy.29 

Methods 

All geometry optimizations are completed with the B3LYP functional30,31 with Los Alamos small 

core potential on transition metals.32 Double z basis sets were used on transition metals and 6-

311G** basis set were used on organic atoms.33,34 Poisson Boltzmann polarizable continuum 

acetonitrile solvent was also used in geometry optimizations. In all spin density and orbital plots 

iso values of 0.005 were used. Silicon clusters were cut along the (111) plane initially using 
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Crystal35, then trimmed on the sides to minimize number of doubly H terminated sides. A 

similar method has been previously employed for oxide clusters.36,37 The clusters were designed 

to be large enough to enable a full ring of Me-Si bonds around the primary bond, in order to 

minimize the bending of neighboring Me-Si units outward. This bending had been seen in 

smaller clusters and was shown to affect the electronic behavior of the clusters.38 Energies for 

large clusters consist only of electronic and solvation components, due to their large size.  

The mechanism for dissociation including transition state calculations was calculated on 

tristrimethylsilane molecules, as frequency calculations were computationally intractable on the 

large clusters. All tristrimethylsilane complexes are optimized as per the methods above, 

however full free energies were calculated involving single point electronic energies, entropies, 

and enthalpies, in accordance with previously used methods.39,40 The calculation for single point 

energies is as follows: 

𝐺 = 𝐸9DE + 𝐺FGHI + 𝐸JKL + 𝐻I2M + 𝐻NO − 𝑇 𝑆I2M + 𝑆RHRS  

Zero point energies, EZPE, vibrational enthalpies, Hvib, and vibrational and electronic entropies, 

Svib and Selec respectively, were taken from frequency calculations. Translational and rotational 

enthalpies were calculated as 12/2 kBT. Single point electronic energies were calculated with M06 

functional41 and 6-311G**++ basis set.42,43 Transition states verified using frequency calculations 

and intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations. All calculations were completed in Jaguar.38   

Results and Discussion 

Effect of Chlorination on the Linker 

 

Figure 6.1: Relative energies (compared to A) of Cl binding motifs. 
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Previous experimental and computational work on the hydrogen terminated Si surface has 

proposed that photons excite electrons within the Si-H bond, breaking off a H radical and 

leaving a dangling Si radical.44 This can then react with the vinyl-tagged molecules, which leaves 

a radical on the β-carbon of the vinyl linker. Recombination of the H and the vinyl radicals yield 

a linker in which the original H from the surface termination is located on the β-carbon of the 

linker.44,45 In the Cl-terminated surface, the analogous attachment scheme would yield a Cl on 

the β-carbon of the linker. Thermodynamic support for this mechanism can be seen in a 

comparison of free energies of cluster complexes with chlorine in different positions on the 

linker, as seen in Figure 6.1. In A, the Cl group has gone to the β-carbon. This is the lowest 

energy conformation. The energy of B, which features Cl on the a-carbon, is higher by 11.9 

kcal/mol, largely due to unfavorable steric interaction with the neighboring methyl groups. This 

is further compared to the sp2
 analog of the linker C, which loses HCl in the process of linking, 

and is similarly higher in energy by 7.1 kcal/mol. This does not feature the same steric repulsion 

as A. 

 
Figure 6.2: Molecular complexes with chlorinated linkers. 

To further investigate the effect of chlorination on surface-bound complex, large basis set 

calculations were performed on the molecular bipyridine with Cl substituted throughout the 

linker, as shown in Figure 6.2. The molecular complexes were singly reduced as they would be 

on the surface under catalytic conditions. While reduced complexes 2 and 3 remained intact, 

reduced complex 1 decomposed into a chloride ion and a radical carbon linkage. The radical 

doublet was mostly centered on the β-carbon of the linker, as supported by atomic charges and 

spin populations, which are shown in Table 6.1. The spin density plot of the reduced complex 

is seen in Figure 6.3. It is of note that the spin density extends from one pyridine ring into the 

linker. The bpy ligand can be reversibly reduced in solution46, so it should be able to host an 

electron without participation of the linker. However, this does not occur for the ligand with the 

Cl on the β carbon atom, complex 1, and the linker degrades upon reduction. 
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Table 6.1:  Atomic charges and spin populations of the reduced bpy complex 

 

 

 

 

When the reduction process is repeated with the complex on a silicon cluster, the same 

decomposition occurs and the chlorine dissociates into solution. Examination of the spin density 

plot of the attached complex is similar to that of the molecular species, as shown in Figure 6.4.  

 
Figure 6.3: Spin density of the reduced chlorinated bpy complex. The 
chloride ion is released and settles at a distance 5.27 Å away from the 
β-carbon. 

Together, the molecular and cluster calculations suggest the following decomposition pathway: 

during the attachment process, a chlorine radical formed by photoexcitation to break the Si-Cl 

bond recombines with a radical formed on the β-carbon to create a chlorinated linkage between 

the bpy complex and the Si surface (Figure 6.1, A). As this complex is reduced, the chlorine on 

the linker dissociates as a chloride ion, leaving a neutral doublet species on the β-carbon. This 

essentially reverses the attachment process, which allows the v-bpy ligand to dissociate from the 

surface.  

To test this hypothesis, we used tristrimethylsilane complex as the analogue for the silicon 

surface. The proposed mechanism can be seen in Scheme 6.1. Hydrogen terminated silanes have 

been previously shown to undergo the same photoactivation processes leading to the formation 

of a silyl radical and reaction with alkenes47, so they are valuable analogues to our infinite process. 

Atom Atomic Charges Spin 

Cl -0.88933 0.02026 

β-carbon -0.36476 0.69316 

α-carbon -0.10516 -0.05624 
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Figure 6.4: Spin density from two views on the reduced chlorinated 
complex 2 attached to a silicon cluster. The molecular and attached 
spin densities are quite similar to the molecular complex. The C-Cl 
distance is 3.62 Å, suggesting the chlorine has migrated from the 
linker. 

The reduction of the chlorinated bpy system with loss of a chloride ion is calculated to occur at 

-0.32 V vs NHE, which can be verified experimentally. The overall barrier for the separation of 

the de-chlorinated bpy complex from the tristrimethylsilane is 14.9 kcal/mol, calculated with the 

free energy of an electron at -0.5 V vs NHE from the unreduced ground state, 4. The barrier for 

dissociation from the immediately preceding step 5 is independent of the energy of the electron 

and the operating potential. This barrier is calculated to be 19.1 kcal/mol.  
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Scheme 6.1: The transition state for dissociation using a 
tristrimethylsilane toy systm is shown in TS 1. While the overall 
barrier is dependent on the operating potential, the barrier energy 
from 5 is constant at 19.1 kcal/mol. This is accessible at room 
temperature. Additionally, the driving force for this complex gets 
stronger as more negative potentials are reached. 

However, the overall barrier is dependent on the potential at which the reduction occurs. This 

dependence is shown in Figure 6.5. As the system is taken to more negative potentials, the loss 

of the bpy complex will occur even more quickly, such that once the system is at a potential of 

-1.1 V vs NHE, the barrier is nearly thermoneutral with the ground state. Additionally, bond 

strengths vary with the number of Si groups attached to the silane of interest48, so in the 

practically infinite Si crystal, this dissociation may occur even more rapidly than predicted by the 

molecular calculation. Effectively, the chlorine on the linker weakens the attachment to the 

surface. 
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Figure 6.5: Overall dissociation barrier as a function of potential. As 
more negative potentials are reached, the dissociation becomes more 
kinetically favorable. 

Other bpy systems as replacements 

As analogous behavior can be seen between the molecular calculation and the cluster calculation, 

the molecular calculations can be used to screen complexes. One change that can be made is to 

use other halogens in the attachment process. Fluorine and bromine were attached to both the 

α- and β-carbons of the linker and the molecular complex was reduced in solution, as shown in 

Figure 6.6, complexes 7 and 8.  

 
Figure 6.6: Molecular test analogues used to investigate ways to 
utilize bpy’s non-innocent properties. In the halogenated species 7 
and 8, X= F, Br. 
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As bromine is typically classified as a better leaving group than chlorine, it is unsurprising that 

under reduction, the brominated ligand decayed in both positions. The fluorinated ligand, 

however, was stable under reduction in both positions, yielding an improvement upon the 

chlorinated ligand. Spin density plots for all modified complexes can be seen in Figure 6.7. The 

brominated case is quite similar to the chlorinated analogue, where the spin density extends into 

the linker. However, the fluorinated analogue shows much different behavior, with the bulk of 

the spin density isolated in the bpy, the expected non-innocent behavior. The fluorine does not 

appear to dissociate in the form of a fluoride ion.  

 

Figure 6.7: Spin density plots of the modified bpy ligands. In the 

fluorinated (7F), bis-CF3 (9) and sp3-hybridized linker (11) cases, 

electron density is isolated on the bpy, behavior expected for the non-

innocent ligand 

From this behavior, it can be predicted that the fluorinated complex would be stable on the 

surface and would not degrade. The geometry and spin density plot of this complex is seen in 

Figure 6.8. In the reduced molecular complex, the C-F bond in the linker is 1.42 Å, whereas in 

the bound complex, the C-F bond is 1.44 Å. This is slightly lengthened; however, it could be 

due to the smaller basis set by which the cluster-molecule complexes are calculated. Similar to 

the molecular complex, the spin density is largely isolated on the bpy ligand, with only a small 

amount on the fluorine. The spin density on the surface-attached fluorine is 0.00645, while the 
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molecular species has a spin density of 0.00036 on the fluorine. While there is a difference, 

this is still insignificant to the amount on the C and N atoms of the bipyridal group, which ranges 

from 0.15 to 0.25 on both the molecular and surface-attached complexes. The difference in 

fluorine spin densities on the fluorine may be attributed to the difference in basis set used. What 

is more significant is that there is very little spin density on the β-carbon of the linker (0.01504). 

 

Figure 6.8: Spin density plot of the surface-attached fluorinated 

complex. Density is mostly confined to the bpy ligand. 

It would appear that isolation of the added electron during reduction on the bpy ligand leaves 

the linker intact. Thus approaches to prevent the movement of electron density to the linker 

may be key to increasing the robustness of surface attached catalysts. One way of doing this is 

to add electron-withdrawing groups to the bpy to draw the electron off the linker. As 

hypothetical test cases, both 4'-(1-chloroethyl)-4,6-bis(trifluoromethyl)-2,2'-bipyridine (9) and 4-

(1-chloroethyl)-6-(trifluoromethyl)-2,2'-bipyridine (10) were reduced and compared. 

Trifluoromethyl (CF3) groups are both strongly electron-withdrawing49 and meta-directing, so 

they were strategically placed to maximize electron density on the bpy moiety. The spin density 

plots of 9 and 10 are shown in Figure 6.6. While 9 shows improvement upon the original 

complex 2, there is some residual spin density on the β-carbon of the linker. The C-Cl bond in 

the reduced complex 9 is 1.89 Å, whereas the unreduced complex 2 has a C-Cl bond of 1.87 Å, 

which suggests that though there is some spin density on the linker, it does not significantly 
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encourage dissociation of the chloride ion. Using one CF3 group on the meta position to the 

vinyl linkage, as in complex 10, does not appear to be an improvement upon the parent complex 

as the spin density again extends into the linker. The use of electron withdrawing groups on the 

bpy complex may prevent dissociation; however, their position in very important. To achieve 

this, asymmetric synthesis is necessary. Additionally, these groups may affect catalysis. 

A potentially more successful, approach would be to eliminate ionic groups on the linkers 

altogether, either through a sp2 or sp3 hybridized linker. These complexes, 11 and 12 respectively, 

and their spin densities can be seen in Figure 6.6. While both complexes do not degrade, it is 

important to note that the conjugation between the bpy and the vinyl linkage is quite clear, as 

spin density delocalized over the entire complex. In the sp3 ethyl linkage, the electron is fully 

confined to the bpy complex and none remains on the linker. Berry’s work with Co porphyrin 

catalysts utilized a long (greater than 9 CH2 units), largely sp3 hybridized linkage that showed 

great stability.19 However, the linker is long enough that catalyst could potentially fold over 

towards the surface, allowing for diffusional electron transport. Berry et al. reports that there 

was a change in the cyclic voltammagram of the system that showed settling after the first 300 

cycles, suggesting that an ideal conformation may be found after some cycling.19 Electron 

hopping or tunneling through the linker would be unlikely with such a long linker. A short sp3 

hybridized linker would be ideal. 

An acetylide sp hybridized linker was also explored, based on recent studies involving ethynyl 

and propynyl functionalization of Si50 and the modification of the Si band structure with 

fluorinated phenyl groups bound to the surface with these groups.51 In the past, sp hybridized 

groups have been used in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) in rigid rod constructions to make 

linkers that would not bend52,53, and have been used in conjunction with bipyridine groups.54 In 

order to investigate the possibility of using these groups as linkers, 4-ethynyl-2,2'-bipyridine 

moieties were reduced both molecularly and on the cluster, as is seen in Figure 6.9.  
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Figure 6.9: Spin density on reduced 4-ethynyl-2,2'-bipyridine A) in 

molecular form and B) on the cluster surface. 

In Figure 6.9A, the spin density plot shows some spin density on the a-carbon, though none on 

the b-carbon. Once bound to the cluster (Figure 6.9B), we see that some electron density extends 

onto the b-carbon, but most of it is in the first pyridine ring and on the a-carbon, a departure 

from what has been previously seen. This is corroborated by the change in bond length upon 

reduction. In 2 bound to the cluster (see Figure 6.4), the C-C bond length in the linker changes 

from 1.54 Å to 1.48 Å, shortening due to the loss of the Cl. In contrast, in the sp hybridized 

system, the linker actually extends slightly, from 1.23 Å to 1.24 Å, much less change, however, 

than the chlorinated system. The triple bond here in this case may be helpful. By hosting some 

electron density, it may not be as stable as a fully sp3-hybridized case, but it appears to be more 

robust than the chlorinated linkers.  

The rate of electron transfer through such a linker is critical. Using DSSCs as an analogue, Li et 

al. calculated that fully sp3 hybridized linkers slowed electron injection from a dye into a TiO2 

cluster by a factor of ~7 relative to alkene linkers.55 These times for electron injection are in the 

tens of femtoseconds range. However, even in seemingly fast or selective catalysts, the turnover 

frequencies are usually in 0.1-10 s-1
.
5,16,56 Often the rate-limiting step is not one that is 

electrochemical, but rather binding of the substrate, protonation, or hydride transfer. This means 

A. B.
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that even with the slowed rate of electron transfer, the linker will not likely be the limit for the 

catalyst and all strategies should be pursued. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have identified the thermodynamically preferred surface attachment structure 

in the attachment of vinyl bpy to a partially chlorinated Si(111) surface. This involves 

chlorination on the b-carbon of the linker, which inevitably leads to the electrochemical 

decomposition seen experimentally. In order to achieve this level of understanding, calculations 

were performed on Si clusters, as well as trismethyltrissilyl silane molecules. Future work 

involves expanding this analysis to periodic systems, though this is often difficult due to 

limitations in unit cell size and solvation. Several alternative systems for linking have been 

proposed, including replacing chlorine with fluorine, and using sp3 and sp hybridized linkers. 

These options provide a blueprint for experimentally creating more robust surface attachments 

for electrochemical catalysts on Si.  
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